Kevin Spacey and Richard Dreyfuss have done commercials for __
In 1998 and 1999 Leonard DiCaprio did a few car ads in this country
*Rescue Me* star Denis ___ does Ford F-150 commercials
Voiceover artist and *Dexter* actor, James Remar, voices for __
Star of 24, Kiefer Sutherland, does commercials for Ford in this country
Michael C. Hall, star of __, has done voice work for Dodge and Jeep
Iron Man, Robert ___ Jr., has voiced commercials for Nissan
In his commercial for Chrysler, ___ honored his hometown of Detroit
Jon Hamm, star of AMC's _____, does commercials for Mercedes-Benz
Boston Legal Emmy winner James ___ voiced Acura commercials
Sam Elliott started doing commercials for Ram ___ in 2010
In 2012 Chris Pine, the new ___ James T. Kirk, became the voice of __
From 2005 to 2007 Matt Dillon was the voice of __
Grey's Anatomy star Kate Walsh did commercials for the ___ CTS
Lexus' pitchman Maurice LeMarche is also the voice of Kif Kroker on __
Lopez's 2011 Fiat commercial caused a lot of controversy
During the 2011 Super Bowl Sean 'Diddy' Combs was in a ___ Benz ad
Dirty Jobs host _____ does commercials for Ford
Jerry ___ and the Soup Nazi promoted Acura during the 2012 Super Bowl
In 2010 General Motors signed Tim Allen to be the voice of ___
Will Lyman was the voice of BMW & has narrated PBS's __ since 1984
Actor Liev ___ has narrated documentaries as well as Infiniti commercials
The 2012 Kia Optima ad featured _____, Adriana Lima and Chuck Liddell
Since 1994 Donald ___ has voiced commercials for Volvo
___ hired Bronson Pinchot and Ron Livingston to voice their commercials
This *True Grit* and *Crazy Heart* actor has pitched Hyundai since 2007
Matthew Broderick brought back his character ____ for Honda in 2012
John-Boy actor ____ pitched Mercedes-Benz
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